
New York: This Hamptons abode has a smile-
inducing colour scheme
Obsessed with the Hamptons? We bring you this weekend home designed
by Mendelson Group, that has a Lilly Pulitzer-esque vibe to it
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Pink, green, purple and more fill up this lavish home in the Hamptons with a lively spirit

A weekend home in the famed Hamptons is what affluent New Yorkers are known for.
We take you inside one such house that is equal parts cheerful and comfortable, thanks
to the magic created by interior designer Gideon Mendelson and his team.
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A corner of the house that has a wallpaper with floral motifs



Beach House in the Hamptons, New York | Initial Thoughts

When you think of a weekend home, you want it to be a cocoon where you can relax,
unwind and leave your stress behind. Keeping this in mind, Mendelson transformed the
interiors of this 5,000-square-feet house into a beach-y, yet sophisticated family retreat
for parents, children and frequently visiting grandparents. “With three kids in the mix,
durability and easy maintenance were our top priorities, but we aimed to never
compromise on style. Playful zings of colour were inspired by the client’s love for
Lilly Pulitzer,” adds Mendelson.



Bright decor pieces add charm to this colourful home



Beach House in the Hamptons, New York | Casual Elegance

The six-bedroom house features an outdoor swimming pool and tennis court and is
designed to bring people together so they can bond as a family. The home also features an
office and has sections to lounge, chat, work and relax. The library and bar area are
clubbed together and the décor is kept informal.





The bar area of the house has been clubbed with the library

“We wanted a modern form for the traditional setting in this library and the sofa is the
perfect contrast to the panelling of bleached oak that was custom-stained to look like
driftwood. Even with this traditional panelling, the room feels fresh and modern with the
right eclectic mix of furniture.”





While the library is a muted beige, the furniture adds a pop of colour 

A pair of Aldo Londi lamps add colour, texture and an imperfect, handmade quality to the
room. Between them is a custom ‘Made by Mendelson’ square-armed sofa with blind-
tufted back cushions in the client’s favourite colour of Kelly green. Layered lighting via
pendants, table lamps, sconces and task lighting add warmth to this room.

The blue and green pieces in this area make for interesting elements

Beach House in the Hamptons, New York | Socialising in Style

Hues of pink dominate the living area with greens and oranges adding a sense of
sophisticated fun. The neutral furnishing balances out this play of colours which is also
seen in the curtains and the artwork in this section.

Beach House in the Hamptons,
New York | A Clean Palette
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Unlike other areas, the kitchen is
done up in white, but the island
created with a custom console
not only separates it from the
living room, but also keeps the
whimsical theme alive. “We used
outdoor lanterns to create a fun,
beach house mood and blur the
lines between the outside and
inside,” says Mendelson.
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The kitchen island offers dining space as well

Beach House in the Hamptons, New York | Morning Rituals

An avocado-hued lacquered ceiling with a faux bois wall covering and a view of the
outdoors best defines the breakfast area. The designer has used café curtains to let the
clients control the amount of light coming in, and because it is near the window, the light
fixture does not obstruct the view.

Beach House in the Hamptons,
New York | Private Parlor

Soothing shades of lavender and
white make the master bedroom
look soft and dreamy. The colour
scheme continues in the
bathroom as well, making it a
unified and serene look. The
main artwork in this bedroom is
a wall sculpture of birds that
captures your attention at once.
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Beach House in the Hamptons,
New York | Wine and Dine

As you move into the dining
room, you notice the strikingly
different décor that perhaps takes
you back in time. The wallpaper
with floral elements, the circular
table in the centre and the
lighting above it make it look
like a perfect setting for high tea.
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The dining room takes you back in time with its decor

Beach House in the Hamptons, New York | Hidden Wonders

In order to keep the house clutter-free, Mendelson has provided storage spaces in the
hallways as well. The passage leading to the children’s room has a library as well as space
to store their toys. You can also spot Moroccan-style lanterns and upholstered cabinets as
you cross this hallway.
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The storage in the hallway leading to the children’s room

Being close to the beach, the mudroom offers hooks, drawers and baskets to organise
shoes and jackets, while the quartzite floors and indoor-outdoor fabrics make sand from
trips to the beach easy to clean up.
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